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declaration of marine protected areas or critical fishing zone. The 
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paper discusses the database creation and illustrative mapping of 

I 
fishery resource distribution which would reduce the CO, emission 

Reports on the occurrence of 'ghost nets' in the Indian waters 
are lim~ted. Sometimes these partly torn nets, discarded by 
fishermen, drift on the surface or column waters and at times they 
get entangled on submerged objects or rocks in the aquatic 
environment. These ghost nets act as traps and entangle both fauna 
and other non-degradable waste objects like plastics and metal 
drums. During the last three years, ghost nets were observed in the 
central Arabian sea and the impacts of these ghost nets on turtles 
were recorded. More recently, the stranding a 32.5 m long ghost net 
in Vypin Island, Kerala was studied in detail. I t  was observed that 
ghost nets act as debris collectors. The net had entangled ropes. 
plastic bottles (1 3 nos.), plastic jugs (4 nos.), buoys (5 nos.). ~ las t i c  

and help in green fishing. 
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covers (9 nos.), thermocol pieces (7 nos.), cans and jigs wi th steel 
hooks. The ghost net consisted of nets with different mesh sizes. 
Entangled in the 32.5 m long net was a small piece of skeletal 
remains of a whale. Disposing such nets is  a problem for coastal 
villagers and in this instance the villagers had decided to  dry the 
net and sell i t  to  the scrap yard where i t  will be melted and 




